
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an analyst, commercial banking.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for analyst, commercial banking

1+ yrs of experience in banking or financial services
Acts as the liaison between the BSA and Commercial Banking departments
Performs on-going oversight of CIP/KYC/Red Flag procedures through self-
testing of new lending and new depository openings
Completes risk reviews on designated higher risk customers (MSB’s, TPPP’s
and Appeals)
Conducts new hire and annual compliance training and is responsible for the
development, maintenance and tracking of the Risk, Regulatory and BSA
training for Commercial Banking including monthly and annual completion
Researches, recommends and implements technology solutions to assist the
division in managing and monitoring the Commercial customer portfolio to
protect the bank from unnecessary risk
Maintains High Risk Customer Unit records, files, spreadsheets, cases and
related documentation and CTR exemption customer file
Manages the escalation and appeal processes
Performs customer due diligence (CDD) and enhanced due diligence (EDD) as
needed, for depository and lending customers
Demonstrates proficiency in policy adherence and research associated with
an experienced analyst and assess customers for BSA risk and assigns risk
ratings

Example of Analyst, Commercial Banking Job
Description
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Oversees both proactive and reactive high risk practices across the
Commercial footprint which includes on-going training with field personnel,
and quality reviews and assistance with Commercial management on any
escalated or case sensitive matters
Maintains High Risk Customer Unit records, files, spreadsheets, cases and
related documentation, and the CTR exemption customer file
Identifies weaknesses or process efficiencies in Bank policy or department
procedures which may place the Bank at risk and suggests improvements to
those policies and procedures
Two or more years of experience in commercial cash product management,
retail banking, or corporate operations in an analytical, investigative and/or
liaison capacity is required
On the banker track within Middle Market Banking, you will learn how to
grow, manage and retain profitable relationships, which is accomplished by
delivering value added solutions to our clients/prospects that helps them
attain their goals and maximize our revenue
MBA, professional designation


